Books were provided to all elementary and secondary school libraries so that students could see themselves and their families reflected in the collection.

All Elementary Schools:

**Sexual Orientation:**

*And tango makes three* by Justin Richardson (P)

*Mom and mum are getting married* by Ken Setterington (P)

*Molly’s Family* by Nancy Garden (P)

*King and king* by L. deHaan (P)

*Free from Fear: ETFO document*

*Big Guy* by Robin Stevenson (Young Adult novel – recommended for Gr. 7 and 8)

*Absolutely, positively not* by David LaRochelle (Young Adult novel – recommended for Gr. 7 and 8)

*Geography club* by B. Hartinger (Young Adult novel – recommended for Gr. 7 and 8)

*The Misfits* by James Howe (Young Adult novel – recommended for Gr. 7 and 8)

*Totally Joe* by James Howe (Young Adult novel – recommended for Gr. 7 and 8)

**Physical/Mental Ability:**

*Ian's Walk* by Laurie Lears (P)

*Susan laughs* by Jeanne Willis (P)

*Seeing stick* by Jane Yolen (P)

*Miss Little’s Gift* by Douglas Wood(P)

*Knots on a counting rope* by Bill Martin Jr.(P)

*So B. It* by Sarah Weeks

*Watching Jimmy* by Nancy Hartry

*Wish on a unicorn* by Karen Hesse
A Friend Like Zilla by Rachna Gilmore

Secrets in the Fire by Mankell

Rules by Cynthia Lord

Stuck in neutral by Terry Trueman (Young Adult novel – recommended for Gr. 7 and 8)

**Gender Equality:**

The Sissy duckling by H. Fierstein (P)

Sky High by Marissa Moss(P)

It’s Okay to be different by Todd Parr (P)

Cinder Edna by Ellen Jackson (P)

Oliver button is a sissy by Tomie dePaola (P)

No Girls Allowed by Susan Hughes (Graphic Nonfiction)

My One Hundred adventures by Polly Horvath

Wanting Mor by Rukhsana Khan

Who am I without him by Sharon G. Flake (Young Adult novel – recommended for Gr. 7 and 8)

**Socioeconomic:**

A Day’s Work by Eve Bunting (P)

Beatrice’s goat by P. McBrier (P)

Iqbal by Francesco D’Adamo

Bank job by James Heneghan

Just Juice by Karen Hesse

Also known as Harper by Ann Haywood Leal

Fight for justice by Lori Saigeon (Young Adult novel – recommended for Gr. 7 and 8)

The Skin I’m in by Sharon Flake (Young Adult novel – recommended for Gr. 7 and 8)

**All French Immersion Elementary:**

Marius by L. Alaoui
All Secondary Schools

Sexual Orientation:
*And tango makes three* by Justin Richardson (P)

*Big Guy* by Robin Stevenson

*Absolutely, positively not* by David LaRochelle

*Keeping you a secret: a novel* / by Julie Anne Peters.

*Annie on my mind* by Nancy Garden

*My Most excellent year: A novel of love, Mary Poppins, and Fenway Park* by Steve Kluger

*Geography club* by B. Hartinger

*The Misfits* by James Howe

*Totally Joe* by James Howe

*Hear Me out: True stories of Teens Educating and Confronting Homophobia*

*GLBTQ: The Survival Guide for Queer and Questioning Teens* by Kelly Huegel

Physical/Mental Ability:
*Seeing stick* by Jane Yolen (P)

*So B. It* by Sarah Weeks

*Stuck in neutral* by Terry Trueman

*Watching Jimmy* by Nancy Hartry

*Secrets in the Fire* by Mankell

*Thirteen reasons* by Jay Asher

*Stitches: A Memoir* by David Small (Graphic Novel)
Gender Equality:

*The Sissy duckling* by H. Fierstein (P)

*Wanting Mor* by Rukhsana Khan

*Who am I without him* by Sharon G. Flake

*The Black sunshine of Goody Pryne* by S. Withrow

*Finding Nour* by Zoe Ferraris

Socioeconomic:

*The First Part Last* by Angela Johnson

*Iqbal* by Francesco D’Adamo

*Bank job* by James Heneghan

*Fight for justice* by Lori Saigeon

*The Skin I’m in* by Sharon Flake

*The Glass castle* by Jeannette Walls

All French Immersion Secondary:

*Philippe avec un grand H* by G. Bourgault